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Abstract

Semi-supervised semantic segmentation methods use a
small amount of clean pixel-level annotations to guide the
interpretation of a larger quantity of unlabelled image data.
The challenges of providing pixel-accurate annotations at
scale mean that the labels are typically noisy, and this con-
taminates the final results. In this work, we propose an ap-
proach that is robust to label noise in the annotated data.
The method uses two diverse learning groups with different
network architectures to effectively handle both label noise
and unlabelled images. Each learning group consists of a
teacher network, a student network and a novel filter mod-
ule. The filter module of each learning group utilizes pixel-
level features from the teacher network to detect incorrectly
labelled pixels. To reduce confirmation bias, we employ the
labels cleaned by the filter module from one learning group
to train the other learning group. Experimental results on
two different benchmarks and settings demonstrate the su-
periority of our method over state-of-the-art approaches.

1. Introduction

Semantic segmentation is a critical step in many com-
puter vision tasks, and one that, like so many, is now pre-
dominantly achieved through deep learning [5, 35]. A key
factor in the success of these methods has been access to
high-quality annotated datasets. Pixel-accurate annotation
of segmentation data is challenging, and becomes imprac-
tical as datasets grow. Unlabelled data is abundant and
thus semi-supervised semantic segmentation has received
increasing attention [15, 20, 8]. The predominant semi-
supervised approach employs a teacher-student framework
to allocate pseudo labels to unlabelled data [11, 23, 36, 40].
These methods rely on the availability of a small but per-
fectly annotated dataset, however. This is a challenge in
many practical situations where annotations are collected
via crowd-sourcing (e.g., Sagemaker MTurk), or automated
labelling techniques [31, 3], and are thus inevitably noisy.
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Figure 1: Existing semi-supervised semantic segmentation
models are vulnerable to the inevitable label noise in the
pixel-level annotations. The proposed method performs sig-
nificantly better than the current state-of-the-art [20] in the
presence label noise. We apply three types of noise (labelled
PL, RDE and SCP in Sec. 5.2) to achieve a 9% error rate in
the labelled data.

We consider here the practically important case whereby
semi-supervised semantic segmentation is to be applied de-
spite the fact that the provided pixel labels contain noise.
We propose an approach that is robust to this noise to the ex-
tent that it outperforms the baselines by a significant margin
(see Fig. 1), despite being relatively simple to implement
and incurring no extra computation cost at test time.

It has been shown recently [19] that supervised segmen-
tation models trained on noisy pixel-level labels first fit the
clean labels during an “early-learning” phase before even-
tually memorizing the noisy labels. The above learning dy-
namics are exploited in [19] for weakly supervised segmen-
tation by adding a multi-scale consistency loss. However,
no noise detection module is used in [19] and the effect of
unsupervised consistency loss on the label noise is weak.

Recently there has been a surge of interest in data-centric
methods [38, 39] that utilize the k-NN of the feature rep-
resentation of the data-points to detect annotation noise in
classification datasets. A straightforward extension of this
approach to semantic segmentation would lead to comput-
ing the k-NN of the feature representation at pixel-level
over all images, which would be infeasible. In this work, we
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adapt [39] to semi-supervised semantic segmentation by in-
troducing an explicit label noise detection module that pre-
dicts label noise at the pixel level without significant addi-
tional memory or computation requirements.

Pseudo labelling approaches [11, 23, 36, 2] for semi-
supervised segmentation often use a single model to gen-
erate pseudo labels on the unlabelled data as well as train
on them. This leads to confirmation bias as the model can
overfit to its prediction errors. The same bias is apparent
even when a single model is employed to filter label noise
and train on those cleaned labels [19]. To mitigate this
effect, we introduce two diverse learning groups with dif-
ferent network architectures that encourage mutual knowl-
edge distillation and effective noise filtering. These learn-
ing groups also exploit complementary learning paths that
boost the competency of each group. Our contributions are
thus summarized as follows:

• We propose an approach to semi-supervised semantic
segmentation that is robust to label noise.

• We present a general architecture that maintains two
diverse learning groups to overcome confirmation bias
in label assignment problems.

• We introduce a filter module that extends [39] for
semantic segmentation while demonstrating a good
trade-off between accuracy and computation cost.

• We conduct extensive experiments showing that
our method significantly outperforms semi/weakly-
supervised semantic segmentation baselines regardless
of the presence or the type of label noise.

2. Related Work
Semi-supervised Semantic Segmentation. Pixel-level
annotation for semantic segmentation is time-consuming,
costly, and error prone. Semi-supervised learning ad-
dresses the first two elements of this problem using un-
labelled data. These approaches can be broadly catego-
rized into self-training (a.k.a self-learning) based meth-
ods [11, 23, 10, 25, 29] and consistency regularization-
based methods [40, 26, 6, 14, 20]. Self-training-based
methods use models trained on labelled examples to pre-
dict pseudo-segmentation masks over the unlabelled exam-
ples, thus iteratively expanding the training set. The ef-
fectiveness of these methods depends on accurately iden-
tifying high-confidence pseudo labels via crafted auxiliary
networks [11, 23, 36] or GANs [10, 25, 29]. Consis-
tency regularization methods enforce consistency among
predictions under varying perturbations, where the pertur-
bations can be applied to the input image (French [8], Pseu-
doSeg [40], CAC [16]), the intermediate feature representa-
tions (CCT [26]) or the network itself (CPS [6], GCT [14]).
Most effort in this vein aims to identify perturbations that
are challenging enough to support generalization without

changing the underlying true labels. Particularly, recent
work [20] on Mean Teacher [30] demonstrates superior per-
formance and flexibility in the choice of perturbations. Our
work builds upon [20] and introduces a general framework
with two learning groups and a noise filter module to ef-
fectively learn from noisy labelled data and unlabelled data.

Semantic Segmentation with Label Noise. Segmenta-
tion is a more challenging task than classification, and the
labelled data is more prone to label noise. To achieve ro-
bustness some methods explicitly model the human anno-
tation errors [12], or add a regularization term [28, 32].
Interestingly, [22] shows how high-level structure informa-
tion (about microscopy images) learned by the model can
be used as additional signal to remedy wrong annotations.
In [24], a two stream mutual-attention network is devised to
smooth out the influence of noisy labels during backpropa-
gation. ADELE [19] exploits the learning dynamics demon-
strated by noisy examples and proposes an early-learning
strategy accordingly. These supervised segmentation meth-
ods assume all of the data is labellebd and that the majority
of the labels are correct. They thus focus on alleviating the
influence a small set of incorrect labels.

The approach most similar to that proposed here is that
of DivideMix [18] whereby two divergent networks are ap-
plied to separate data partitions. The method there is specif-
ically designed for classification, however, as it is based on
an image-level Gaussian Mixture Model. We propose here
instead a pixel-level filter module appropriate for semantic
segmentation. Additionally, in contrast to [18], we employ
multiple learning groups with varying architectures to en-
courage diversity.

3. Preliminaries
3.1. Problem Setup

We consider semi-supervised segmentation in the case
where we have a small set of potentially noisy la-
belled examples and a large set of unlabelled exam-
ples. Let DL = {(xi,yi)}NL

i=1 be the labelled set where
xi ∈ X := [0, 1]h×w×3 and yi ∈ Y := Ch×w denote an im-
age and the corresponding pixel-wise segmentation mask
respectively. Here, C = {1, 2, . . . , ℓ} denotes the set of la-
bels. Similarly, letDU = {xi}NU

i=1 denote the unlabelled set
of images.

In contrast to the standard semi-supervised segmentation
problem, the segmentation masks {yi} may contain erro-
neous labels.

3.2. Noisy Label Detection

Here we briefly review the noisy label detection ap-
proach SimiFeat [38] developed for robust image classifi-
cation. Our work extends this framework to the segmenta-
tion problem by pixel-level reasoning over noisy labels in
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Figure 2: The pipelines of a) the baseline model [20] and b) the proposed approach. In contrast to the baseline that uses
two teachers and a single student network, we propose a framework with two diverse Learning Groups (LGs) (t1, s1) and
(t2, s2) where each group contains a teacher and a student network. The two learning groups propagate complementary
information and reduce the confirmation bias. Here, t denotes a teacher model, s is a student model, solid lines show the
forward flow of labelled data, and dotted lines show the flow of unlabelled data. Lce denotes the cross-entropy loss and Lcon

is the confidence-weighted cross-entropy loss.

Sec. 4.2. SimiFeat estimates the label noise proportion for
each class and then compute a per-class “noisiness” score
for all the images in order to rank them and eliminate top
Rc percentile of images, where Rc is the noise percentage
for class c.

Let D̃ = {(xi, ỹi)} be a dataset of images xi ∈ X with
noisy labels ỹi ∈ C, and g(·) : X → Rd be a feature extrac-
tor. The noise proportion is computed from the prior prob-
ability of clean labels and the noise transition probability,
which are estimated via High Order Consensus (HOC) (re-
fer to [38] for more details) as follows:

P(Y ),P(Ỹ |Y )← HOC
(
{(g(x), ỹ) | (x, ỹ) ∈ D̃}

)
, (1)

where Y and Ỹ denote the random variables corresponding
to clean and noisy labels respectively. The noise proportion
is then calculated for a class c ∈ C as:

Rc = 1− P(Y = c|Ỹ = c) . (2)

Note, P(Y |Ỹ ) is obtained via Bayes’ rule:

P(Y |Ỹ ) = P(Ỹ |Y )P(Y )/P(Ỹ ) , (3)

where P(Ỹ ) is computed from the observed labels and
P(Y ),P(Ỹ |Y ) are computed using HOC (Eq. (1)).

To compute the noisiness score, a k-NN based soft label
is employed in the feature space via nearest-neighbour vot-
ing. Then, the score for an image is determined as the neg-
ative cosine similarity between the soft label of that image
and the one-hot encoding of the class label [38]. Finally, the
images are ranked based on the score and the noise propor-
tion from Eq. (2) is utilized to determine the percentile of
images to be declared as noisy and consequently removed.

4. Our Approach

We introduce a general pipeline with two Learning
Groups (LGs), as shown in Fig. 2. Each LG consists of
a teacher-student framework and a noisy label detection
module (Filter Modules). The teacher network is used to
produce pseudo labels for the unlabelled data similar to
the semi-supervised learning pipeline in [20]. To stabilize
training, we first train both LGs independently in a fully-
supervised manner with the labelled dataset DL for a few
epochs. After this warm-up, at each training epoch, we ac-
tivate the filter module that detects the pixels with noisy
labels in the labelled set DL and move them to the unla-
belled set DU . Then, we train the pipeline in the semi-
supervised manner. The noise detection and model training
are repeated until the end of the training.

Our filter module uses the feature representation of the
teacher model from one LG to partition the labelled data
into clean and noisy sets. The filter module then ignores
the labels of the noisy set and moves the corresponding ele-
ments into the unlabelled set to obtain a revised labelled and
unlabelled dataset pair. The updated dataset pair generated
by one LG is consumed by the other. As training progresses
each LG receives a different set of dataset pair due to the
decoupled noise filtering, which enables complementary in-
formation to propagate in the two learning paths – reducing
confirmation bias. This, along with the different network
architectures for the two LGs, enhances the performance of
our framework in the presence of noise.



Figure 3: The noise detection results from the two LGs. The
images from left to right are: input, clean ground-truth fol-
lowed by noise detection results from the two LGs when we
use the same architecture (two R50s) and different architec-
tures (R50 and PVTv2-B2 [33]). We get more diverse noise
detection results when using different architectures.

4.1. Learning Group

The architecture of the LG used in our pipeline is in-
spired by the recent teacher-student framework [20] as de-
picted in Fig. 2 (a). We refer the reader to [20] for more
details.

At a training epoch k, the first LG receives the revised
labelled set D2

L,k and unlabelled set D2
U,k after filtering the

noisy labels predicted by the second LG (details of D2
L,k

and D2
U,k can be found in Sec. 4.2). Then the student net-

work of the first LG minimizes the following loss:

L(D2
L,k,D2

U,k,θs1) := Lce(D2
L,k,θs1)+αLcon(D2

U,k,θs1) .
(4)

Here, Lce denotes the cross-entropy loss on the labelled
data, Lcon is a confidence-weighted cross-entropy loss that
enforces consistency between the teacher and student model
predictions on the unlabelled data, θs1 denotes the param-
eters of the student network in the first LG, and α > 0
provides a relative weight between the two losses. Analo-
gously, the parameters of the second student network θs2
are optimized utilizing the revised labelled set D1

L,k and
the unlabelled dataset D1

U,k predicted by the first LG. The
teacher network is updated by the moving average of the
student network parameters of the same LG.

Note that, at each training epoch, the set of labelled data
varies depending on the filter module output. Specifically,
the detected pixels with noisy labels will be removed from
the label set, which leads to modifying the segmentation
mask of the labelled examples with an “ignore-pixel” label
that enables the loss Eq. (4) to be defined in terms of Lcon

instead of Lce at those pixels.
To encourage diversity of the LGs, we utilize R50 [9]

for the first LG and PVTv2-B2 [33] for the second. In
Fig. 3, we show that the noise detection results from two
R50 (the third and fourth columns) have less diversity than
those from different network architectures (the last two
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Figure 4: The architecture of our filter module. First, we
generate a representative dataset D̄ and calculate the noise
proportion based on HOC [39]. Then, we get the adaptive
threshold based on the noise proportion and example score.
According to the adaptive threshold and example score, the
original dataset DL is divided into a clean set D1

L and a
noisy set. The noisy set is added to the unlabelled dataset
DU .

columns).1 We also show that two different architectures
bring better performance in our experiments (Fig. 7).

4.2. Filter Module

The task of the filter module is to detect incorrectly la-
belled pixels efficiently. To this end, rather than relying on
label correction approaches [19], we design a filter module
that accurately detects pixel-level noise scalably. The filter
module is shown in Fig. 4.

Note that, according to Eq. (1), the HOC approach re-
quires a dataset of feature encodings and the corresponding
labels. Since semantic segmentation is a classification prob-
lem at the pixel-level, the natural extension is to treat each
pixel as a datapoint and directly apply HOC. Unfortunately,
this becomes intractable as the computational complexity is
quadratic in number of pixels, labels, and number of images
in the dataset.

To mitigate this, we use a small subset of pixels per class
to generate a representative set D̄ = {(xi, j, ỹi,j)}, which
comprises of a fixed number of pixels per image subsam-
pled from DL. Here, xi ∈ X is an image, j ∈ I(xi) is
the index of a pixel in image xi, and ỹi,j ∈ C is the label
of the j-th pixel. In order to generate such a set, we found
that random pixel sampling is more effective than elaborate
methods such as k-means clustering, and is more computa-
tionally efficient also.

Let g1j (·) : X → Rd denotes the backbone feature ex-
tractor, i.e., the penultimate layer output for the first LG at
pixel j (where j ∈ I(xi) := {1, . . . , w × h} if images are
resized to a fixed size). We construct the embedded repre-

1It should be noted that the two networks with R50 architecture are
trained with different initialization independently on the labelled data for
a warm start for a fair comparison.



sentative set D̄1
G :=

{
(g1j (xi), ỹi,j) | (xi, j, ỹi,j) ∈ D̄

}
and

invoke HOC (Eq. (1)) to estimate the noise proportion
{R1

c}c∈C at pixel-level (Eq. (2)). Analogously, the noise
proportion {R2

c}c∈C for the other LG can be estimated by
constructing D̄2

G.
Let h1

j (·) : X → [0, 1]ℓ and h2
j (·) : X → [0, 1]ℓ be

the teacher model mappings to softmax scores in the first
and second LG respectively. We compute a noisiness score
based on the teacher model predictions, as opposed to using
k-NN in SimiFeat [38]. This eliminates the computation
cost of running k-NN for every pixel over all images inDL.
We define the score for the first LG at pixel j in image xi

as:

S1(xi, j)=CE(h1
j (xi), ei,j)+λKL(h1

j (xi)∥h2
j (xi)) (5)

where CE and KL denote the cross-entropy and Kull-
back–Leibler (KL) divergence respectively, ei,j ∈ {0, 1}ℓ
is the one-hot encoded noisy label at pixel j in image xi,
and λ > 0. CE measures the alignment between label noise
and model predictions, and KL measures the inconsistency
between the two teacher model predictions. Large CE at
a pixel implies a high misalignment between the predicted
class label and annotated label and hence high model con-
fidence of the label to be noisy unless the current model
overfits at that pixel. On the other hand, if one of the models
starts to overfit the noisy annotations, then the KL measure
will be high. If any of them is high, such pixel corresponds
to a high score, and it is marked as noisy. Experimentally,
we verify that the above choice of score works better than
the other alternatives (shown in Fig. 8 (b)).

Once the noisiness score and the noise proportion have
been calculated, we get the adaptive noise threshold as fol-
lows:

β1 =
σℓS1

avg1∑
c∈C R

1
c

, where S1
avg1 = n−1

∑
(xi,·)∈DL,
j∈I(xi)

S1(xi, j) ,

(6)
where σ is a hyperparameter and n denotes the number of
all the pixels inDL. Experimentally we found that the noise
proportion Rc predicted by HOC is inaccurate for some of
the classes and a single threshold β1, computed from the
average as in Eq. (6), works better than class-wise thresh-
olds. A higher β means filtering out less noisy annotations.
We utilize the adaptive threshold β1 to determine the pix-
els to be removed and marked in the segmentation masks to
reflect the pixels with noisy labels. Let us denote the set of
pixels that are detected as label noise by the first LG as:

M1
k :=

{
(xi, j) | S1(xi, j) > β1, (xi, ·) ∈ DL, j ∈ I(xi)

}
.

(7)
The updated datasets at epoch k are created by removing the
pixels with noise labels from the labelled data and placing
the images with noisy pixels in the unlabelled set, i.e., the

Algorithm 1 Our training pipeline
Input: DL, DU , total epochs E, warm-up epochs N
Output: Optimized {θs1 ,θt1 ,θs2 ,θt2}

1: Initialize parameters {θs1 ,θt1 ,θs2 ,θt2},
2: for k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , E} do
3: if k < N then
4: D1

L,k,D2
L,k := DL and D1

U,k,D2
U,k := ∅

5: else
6: {(xi, j, ỹi,j)} ← Sample from DL

7: for l ∈ {1, 2} do
8:

{
Rl

c

}
← HOC

({
(glj(xi), ỹi,j)

})
9: Scores {Sl} ← Using Eq. (5)

10: βl ← Adaptive
(
{Sl}

)
[Eq. (6)]

11: Ml
k ← Using Eq. (7)

12: Dl
L,k ← DL \Ml

k

13: Dl
U,k ← DU

⋃{
xi | (xi, ·) ∈Ml

k

}
14: repeat
15: θs1 ← Backprop. L(D2

L,k,D2
U,k,θs1) [Eq. (4)]

16: θs2 ← Backprop. L(D1
L,k,D1

U,k,θs2) [Eq. (4)]
17: until M times
18: Update θt1 ,θt2 ←Moving Average of θs1 ,θs2 .

clean labelled set D1
L,k := DL \ M1

k
2 and the unlabelled

dataset D1
U,k := DU

⋃{
xi | (xi, ·) ∈M1

k

}
. The student

network of the second LG is then trained on these datasets
according to Eq. (4). Analogously, the score for the second
LG can be computed by switching h1

j and h2
j in Eq. (5), and

the datasets D2
L,k,D2

U,k are created in the above manner on
which the student network of the first LG is trained. Our
final algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.

5. Experiments
Evaluation has been carried out following [19, 20] to al-

low direct comparison. As in [20], the labelled data is aug-
mented with synthetic label noise. Performance is measured
with, and without an unlabelled dataset to illuminate perfor-
mance differences between the weakly and semi supervised
settings.

5.1. Implementation Details

We utilize R50 [9] and PVTv2-B2 [33] as the backbones
in the two LGs to encourage diversity. Both the teacher and
student models are based on DeeplabV3+ [4]. For infer-
ence, we use the average of the predictions from the two
teacher networks as in [20]. The λ in Eq. (5) is set to 0.1
to balance the contribution from the CE and KL terms in
our loss. We randomly sample 100 pixels per class in each
image to get the representative dataset D̄. The hyperparam-
eter σ in Eq. (6) is set to be 10 in our experiments. Other

2With a slight abuse of notation, this operation indicates marking all
pixels in M1

k with “ignore-pixel” label in DL.



Table 1: Comparison against SotA approaches on Pascal VOC 2012 in a semi-supervised semantic segmentation setting. All
baselines are based on the DeeplabV3+ architecture. The * indicates results reported by [6]. When we replace 50% of the
ground truth of images with ‘PL’, the proportion of noisy pixels is 9%. We keep the same pixel level noise proportion while
introducing noise using ‘RDE’ and ‘SCP’ for parity.

Methods Year Noisy pixel Noise type
Labelled Data Ratio

1/16 (662) 1/8(1323) 1/4 (2646) 1/2 (5291)

MT∗ [30] 2017 0% None 66.70 70.78 73.22 75.41
French [8] 2019 0% None 68.90 70.70 72.46 74.49
CCT∗ [26] 2020 0% None 65.22 70.87 73.43 74.75
GCT∗ [14] 2020 0% None 64.05 70.47 73.45 75.20
ECS∗ [23] 2020 0% None - 67.38 70.70 72.89
CPS∗ [6] 2021 0% None 71.98 73.67 74.90 76.15
CAC∗ [16] 2021 0% None 70.10 72.40 74.00 -
PS-MT [20] 2022 0% None 72.83 75.70 76.43 77.88
Ours - 0% None 77.75 (+4.92) 79.31 (+3.61) 79.14 (+2.71) 79.54 (+1.66)

PS-MT [20] - 9% PL 61.90 65.14 65.53 66.78
Ours - 9% PL 71.60 (+9.70) 73.95 (+8.81) 74.53 (+9.00) 74.44 (+7.66)

PS-MT [20] - 9% RDE 58.87 62.18 63.81 63.46
Ours - 9% RDE 66.82 (+7.95) 69.95 (+7.77) 73.82 (+10.01) 74.47 (+11.01)

PS-MT [20] - 9% SCP 52.14 57.19 56.81 53.69
Ours - 9% SCP 67.80 (+15.66) 70.83 (+13.64) 69.38 (+12.57) 75.95 (+22.26)

training and inference settings are the same as those of the
baseline method [20]. In all of our experiments, the last
epoch checkpoint model is used unless otherwise specified.
Further details of the implementation can be found in the
supplementary materials.

5.2. Semi-supervised Semantic Segmentation

Pascal VOC 2012 [7] is employed for evaluating the per-
formance of our model in a semi-supervised semantic seg-
mentation setting. This dataset contains more than 13k im-
ages with 21 different classes. To introduce realistic noise
in DL, the following three approaches are considered:

• Pseudo Labels (PL). Following [19], a portion of
clean labels are replaced by pseudo-labels from a
weakly-supervised segmentation method [34].

• Random Dilation and Erosion (RDE). Similar to [19,
21], we apply random degrees of dilation and erosion
to the ground-truth masks.

• Similar Class Perturbation (SCP). We introduce an-
other type of noise by randomly replacing ground-truth
label of a segmentation mask with a different class that
resembles the texture of original clean class.3 This la-
bel perturbation simulates a more natural scenario per-
taining to annotators confusing semantics.

3Note that, SCP does not change the shape of the clean segmentation
masks, but only labels may be switched.
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Figure 5: A performance comparison under different noise
proportions achieved by replacing (from 0% to 90%) clean
segmentation masks with the PL from [34] at image-level.
The green font shows the corresponding noisy pixel propor-
tions. All experiments are conducted with 1/8 labelled data.

Details about the implementation and visualization of noise
generation can be found in the supplementary material.

In the context of semi-supervised semantic segmenta-
tion, we have compared our approach with the following
studies: MT [30], French [8], CCT [26], GCT [14], ECS
[23], CPS [6], CAC [16], and PS-MT [20]. Following the
previous studies [19, 20], we report the mean Intersection-
over-Union (mIoU) on the validation set. Table 1 shows that
our approach (‘Ours’) outperforms all baselines trained with
clean labelled data. In the presence of noise, we compare
the best performing semi-supervised segmentation method



Table 2: The mIoU of the weakly-supervised semantic seg-
mentation baselines and ours on the test set of SegTHOR.
Best Val and Last Epoch correspond to the checkpoint that
performs best on the validation set and the last checkpoint.

Model Best Val Last Epoch

Base-ADELE [19] 62.6 59.1
ADELE [19] 71.1 70.8
Ours 73.2 73.5

with no noise, i.e., PS-MT [20], against our method with
varying noise types (see Table 1) and noise proportions (see
Fig. 5). The results demonstrate significant improvements
in mIoU in all cases, e.g., +22.26% with half of the labelled
data on the more practical SCP noise. Overall, the superi-
ority of our method is consistent across all labelled data to
unlabelled data ratios, regardless of the presence of noise or
the type of applied noise.

5.3. Weakly-supervised Semantic Segmentation

We evaluate our method in a weakly-supervised se-
mantic segmentation setting on the following datasets: (i)
SegTHOR [17], a medical dataset, and (ii) pseudo labelled
Pascal VOC 2012.

Medical image segmentation on SegTHOR. Following
[19], we evaluate our approach on the SegTHOR dataset,
which consists of 3D CT scans. Each pixel of these im-
ages is assigned to one of these five classes: ‘esophagus’,
‘heart’, ‘trachea’, ‘aorta’, or ‘background’. The slices from
the images are randomly split into a training set of 3638
slices, a validation set of 570 slices, and a test set of 580
slices [19, 17]. To introduce noise, we apply ‘RDE’ to the
ground-truth segmentation labels, similar to [19]. Note that
all annotations in the training set are corrupted by this noise,
whereas the validation and test sets remain uncorrupted.

We compare our approach with ADELE [19], which cor-
rects noisy annotations with model predictions in the early
training stage, and its variant, Base-ADELE [19] , which
is based on a UNet trained with multi-scale inputs. De-
tailed implementations of these approaches are in the sup-
plementary material. Following the setting in ADELE [19],
we evaluate two checkpoints: specifically, the one with the
highest mIoU on the validation set and the last checkpoint.
In Table 2, our approach outperforms both baselines.

Weakly-supervised segmentation on Pascal VOC 2012.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in com-
parison to the baselines in the weakly-supervised setting
on the PASCAL VOC 2012 [7]. Similar to ADELE [19],
we use only noisy pseudo labels generated by [34] to train
the models and evaluate on the original test set. Table 3
shows that our approach outperforms recent baselines, such
as ADELE combined with SEAM [19]. In addition, PS-MT

increases the mIoU marginally with PVTv2 compared to
R50 with 66.7 vs. 64.0. However, after using our frame-
work, the mIoU is further improved from 66.7 to 71.7,
clearly demonstrating the effectiveness of our method.

Table 3: Comparison with state-of-the-art weakly super-
vised semantic segmentation methods on the Pascal VOC
2012 dataset using mIoU (% ) of the validation set.

Model Year mIoU (%)

AffinityNet [1] 2018 61.7
SSDD [27] 2019 64.9
SEAM [34] 2020 64.5
CONTA [37] 2020 66.1
SPML [13] 2021 69.5
ADELE [19] + SEAM 2022 69.3
PS-MT [20] (R50) 2022 64.0
PS-MT [20] (PVTv2-B2) 2022 66.7

Ours - 71.7

5.4. Ablation Study

All experiments in this section are conducted with 1/8
labelled data ratio and 9% PL noisy annotations on Pascal
VOC. We verify the effectiveness of the two main compo-
nents in our approach, the diverse LGs and filter module.
Diversity in the LGs with different architectures. In con-
trast to previous works [20, 18], we found that using dif-
ferent network architectures in the two LGs provides more
complementary information. In Fig. 3, we show the quali-
tative results of noise detection when we use the same and
different architectures in the two LGs. The two LGs pro-
vide more diverse noise detection results (lower overlap be-
tween predicted noisy labels) when we employ different ar-
chitectures. In Fig. 6, the predictions from the two LGs with
two different architectures ((e)&(f)) are more complemen-
tary than those from the two LGs with the same architecture
((c)&(d)). Fig. 7 shows the mIoU of our pipeline when we
use different network combinations. The combination of
R50 and PVTv2-B2 [33] achieves the best performance.
Noise detection with different LGs. To avoid confirmation
bias, we utilize the teacher network from one LG to detect
noise for the other LG. If we utilize the teacher network
from the same LG for noise detection (i.e., replacing θs1
with θs2 in Eq. (4)), the mIoU drops from 74.0% to 72.4%
on Pascal VOC, demonstrating the importance of mutual
noise detection with a different LG in our pipeline.
Significance of the filter module. In Table 4, in addition to
the baseline PS-MT and ours, we evaluate the performance
of the following models: 1) ‘PS-MT + FM’ by adding the
filter module to PS-MT (using R50)4. 2) ‘Ours − FM’ by

4Note, PS-MT can be regarded as single LG (Fig. 2 (a)) and the mean
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Figure 6: Visualizations from the two LGs when we use the same architecture ((c) and (d)) and different architectures ((e)
and (f)). The 1st and 2nd columns show the inputs and the ground truth. R50 and PVT denote R50 and PVTv2-B2 [33].

Table 4: Ablation study of FM and LG on Pascal VOC.

Method 2 LGs Filter Module (FM) mIoU (%)

PS-MT [20] 65.1
PS-MT + FM ! 67.6 (+2.5)
Ours − FM ! 69.9 (+4.8)
Ours ! ! 74.0 (+8.9)

mIoU (%)
R+R
R+S
R+P

(Nets) (Settings)

80%

70%

60%

Ours   FM_N

+FM_N
(b) Clean and Noisy Data

-FM_N

80%

75%

70%
-FM_CR+R S+S R+S P+P R+P

(a) Different Architectures

mIoU (%)

Figure 7: (a) shows the mIoU score of different network
combinations on clean data. (b) shows the mIoU score of
different combinations on different settings. R, S and P de-
note R50 [9], Segformer [35] and PVTv2-B2 [33] respec-
tively. -FM C denotes training our model (without the filter
module) with clean data. -FM N denotes training model
with noisy data without using filter module. +FM N is our
complete model trained with noisy data.

removing the filter module from our framework. It can be
seen that the filter module helps to improve the final per-
formance for both models. The filter module contributes
more significantly (+4.1) to our framework due to the di-
verse learning groups (i.e., using 2 LGs with different ar-
chitectures). This superiority of our framework is further
evidenced by the better performance of ‘Ours − FM’ com-
pared to PS-MT variants. In Fig. 7 (b), our Filter Module
helps to improve the performance under noisy annotations
(‘+FM N’ vs. ‘-FM N’) with different architectures.
Comparison of the filter module with GMM. Previous
work [18] utilizes Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to de-
tect noise for image classification. We compare our filter

teacher output is used for filter module.
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Figure 8: (a) shows detected noise proportion of GMM [18]
and ours, where x-axis shows the noisy image ratio and y-
axis shows the detected noisy pixel ratio. The detected noise
proportion of ours is closer to the GT than GMM. (b) shows
the F1 score of noise detection with different criterion. CE
is cross entropy loss; KL is KL divergence between the pre-
dictions from the two LGs. Our CE+KL performs the best.

module with GMM (including two components) on the rep-
resentative dataset. Fig. 8 (a) shows the detected noise pro-
portions. We can see that the detected noise proportion of
our filter module is closer to the groundtruth than GMM.
Criterion to compute score. We utilize cross entropy loss
and KL divergence (CE+KL) to compute score in Eq. (5).
Here, we compare this criterion with others, including only
cross entropy loss (CE), and only KL divergence (KL).
Fig. 8 (b) shows that ours achieves the best F1 score.
Memory and computation costs. PVTv2-B2 has similar
GFLOPs (45.8) with R50 (45.6). Ours only have one more
student network than PS-MT, which is not used during
inference. Thus, our model needs similar memory and
computation costs compared with PS-MT during inference.

6. Conclusion

In this work, we propose a learning framework for semi-
supervised semantic segmentation involving two diverse
learning groups that can handle various labelling errors.
Our framework employs a carefully designed filter module
to divide the labelled dataset into pixels with and without
label noise in a scalable manner. The potentially misla-



belled pixels filtered by the first learning group are utilised
for training the second learning group and vice versa. We
show that our proposed framework provides state-of-the-art
results for semi-supervised learning, by addressing confir-
mation bias while training, that can handle various amounts
of annotation noise to accommodate practical inaccuracies
in annotations.
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